Brandon Aragona reasserts an argument that we questioned in our Perspective on the relative latencies of conditioned and unconditioned cocaine reward signals (Differentiating the rapid actions of cocaine. Nature Rev. Neurosci. 12, 479-484 (2011)) 1 and reminds us of evidence that the conditioned and unconditioned signals seem to target different projection fields of the mesocorticolimbic (and nigrostriatal) dopamine systems (The regional specificity of rapid actions of cocaine. Nature Rev. Neurosci. 5 Oct 2011 (doi:10.1038/ nrn3043-c1) 2 . He is correct to suggest that the mesocorticolimbic dopamine system is heterogeneous and that the segments that are responsive to the unconditioned and conditioned effects of cocaine seem to be different. As he and others 3 have noted, the projection to the shell of accumbens seems more responsive to cocaine itself, whereas the core of accumbens seems more responsive to cocaine-associated environmental cues.
In addition, recent studies have established subpopulations of dopamine neurons in the midbrain 4, 5 , including a subpopulation that co-expresses glutamate and a subpopulation that does not 6 . Our evidence for conditioned activation of dopamine neurons by peripheral cocaine cues involves measurements of dendritic dopamine release 7 and the firing rate of ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopamine neurons 8 , and we did not attempt to differentiate between subsystems. It seems clear, however, that activation of subsystems that project to core and shell each contribute to the control of behaviour by cocaine 9 , and that the earliest of the two to elevate dopamine in the accumbens contributes first to cocaine reward.
We have two responses to the other points that are raised by Aragona. First, Aragona states that "recent voltammetry studies have measured real-time changes in dopamine concentration at the instant that cocaine enters the brain." The point of our article is that we do not know and cannot directly determine the instant when cocaine enters the brain, let alone the instant when it starts to block dopamine uptake or alter dopaminergic impulse flow. We have not ignored the indirect evidence from voltammetry studies; our article cites and discusses two of the four references indicated by Aragona, and we stand by our earlier comments on those papers (which apply equally to the others).
Second, Aragona argues that the primary (unconditioned) rewarding effect of cocaine is mediated by cocaine-induced dopamine release, not dopamine uptake blockade. However, he does not offer an explanation for the fact that nomifensine, a selective dopamine uptake inhibitor that lacks the major side-effects of cocaine, has (like cocaine itself) rewarding effects when locally injected into the ventral striatum 10 . Dopamine uptake inhibitors that are injected locally in this dopamine terminal field are unlikely to influence dopamine impulse flow. He also neglects to mention the recent evidence that cocaine is not rewarding in mice that lack the dopamine transporter 11 . More importantly, Aragona offers no suggestion as to the mechanism that underlies the increased dopamine transients that he observes. Although similar transients are seen when dopamine autoreceptor function is blocked, does that necessarily mean that the release events caused by cocaine involve increased impulse flow? Could they not result from presynaptic control of dopamine release by glutamatergic input from the thalamus, prefrontal cortex, amygdala or hippocampus? And is it not possible that, whereas exteroceptive cocaine cues activate only the core of the accumbens, interoceptive cocaine cues may activate its shell as well? The effects of cocaine methiodide -which shares the peripheral but not the central effects of rewarding cocaine -have yet to be studied in the cocaine-trained animals that show conditioned glutamate input to the VTA 7 . As the direct effect of cocaine is to inhibit dopaminergic cell firing 12, 13 , it will be important to identify the source of the dopamine transients that are seen in the voltammetric experiments of Aragona and colleagues 14 . Clearly, much remains to be determined about the heterogeneity of function of the various dopamine subsystems. We hope that studies in this area will have direct relevance to the question of how quickly cocaine's direct and indirect actions on dopamine levels are felt in the various terminal fields of the mesocorticolimbic dopamine system (or systems).
